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⎪ Power transmission, bearings, bushes and seals ⎪

V
aribox CVT was set up in 2007 to 
develop ‘out of the box’ continuous 
variable transmission (CVT) solu-
tions: identifying the shortcomings 

in main stream CVT system and addressing 
these shortcomings at a fundamental level 
by inventing patentable design alternatives. 

“The first CVTs were invented in the 1960s 
in The Netherlands. These were based on us-
ing two variable diameter pulleys connected 
by a thick rubber belt. Each pulley consists of 
two interconnected conical halves that slide 
towards and away from each other. When the 
cones are apart, the belt runs closer to the 
shaft axis and vice versa. By synchronising the 
driver and the driven pulley so that the driver 
pulley gets larger or smaller while the driven 
pulley gets smaller or larger, the speed ratio 
can be continuously varied,” begins Naude.

When connected to an engine manage-
ment system, CVTs offer an alterative to fluid-
based automatic transmissions or automated 
manual transmissions (AMTs), but CVTs are 
stepless and do not require individual gears 

Varibox CVT Technologies, a South African Intellectual Property (IP) company, has recently received 
search report feedback from a PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) application for its RADIALcvt 
design in which all 12 claims have been granted without modification. MechChem Africa’s Peter 
Middleton talks to Jan Naude of Varibox, the company’s managing director and principle inventor.

“Efficiency losses are usually evaluated at the maximum 
power point, which is a bit misleading,” says Naude. “A 
100 kW CVT might be 95% efficient when transferring 
100 kW, but if only transferring 20 kW, its efficiency is much 
less,” he says.
Reference: LuK Symposium 2002: Crank-CVT_de_en.pdf: Figure 11.

Following a PCT patent search application last year, Varibox’s RADIALcvt, received a clean search report in February 
2017. All 12 unique claims were granted 100% unmodified.

Varibox’s 
ROTORcvt 

is a two-stage 
ratcheting CVT in 

which the ratio adjustment 
from a geared neutral is done via a 350 Watt 
12 V electrical system. The prototype has been 

implemented in a small passenger vehicle 
and fuel consumption and mechanical 

efficiency proved comparable to that of the 
manual transmission version.

Left: The ROTORcvt has rotor follower units 
that operate rocker arms via their rollers. The 

rocker arms take turns to drive the output gear 
units using a ratcheting principle driven by the 
strokes of the rotor follower units.

A revolutionary CVT is  born in SA

to be engaged and disengaged.
Fast forwarding to 2016, Naude 

says Bosch now owns the intellectual 
property for pulley-based CVTs that 
now use metal bands instead of the 
rubber belts. These run using a trac-
tion fluid that separates the metal 
band from the metal pulleys. An 
alternative is available from LUK, 
which uses a metal chain instead of 
the belt. “All current CVT systems 
available in modern motor vehicles 
use one of these two pulley-based 
systems,” he tells MechChem.

Identifying the shortcomings of 
these systems, he says, at any time, 
the two halves of each pulley are kept 
at the required distance apart by an 
automatic hydraulic clamping sys-
tem. “The position and the clamping force has 
to be very accurately controlled, so hydraulic 
pumps and control systems are required to 
continuously vary the effective drive- and the 
driven-pulley diameters.

Further describing the transmission mech-
anism for pulley-based CVTs, Naude says that 
the traction stresses at the friction interfaces 
are another limiting factor of this technology. 
“At the microscopic level, the traction fluid so-
lidifies at the steel-on-steel contact 
point, keeping the band or chain 
from directly contacting the pul-
ley. But because all of the traction 
power has to pass through these 
two friction points in series, the 
contact pressures are very high. 
The highest currently possible is 
about 4.5 GPa, but this requires 
high-strength steel and operates 
at high temperatures. Reducing this 
contact stress is another key driver 
that underpins our alternative designs,” 
he informs MechChem Africa.

Varibox solutions
Jan Naude has been developing 
alterative CVT configurations since 2007. 
“We focus on transmissions for vehicles and 
for variable speed industrial applications. We 
generally start with low power 
options for small passenger 
vehicles and then we strive 
to scale them up. To date 
we have developed three 
different CVT products: 
the icvt (incremental); the 
ROTORcvt; and, most re-
cently, the RADIALcvt,” he says.

Describing the new radial CVT 
configuration, he says that this system 
uses three rollers with fixed diameters 
as the input drivers and, because the 
diameter is constant, “we can use a 
constant clamping force to achieve the 
necessary traction friction. This allows 
us to use mechanical springs for clamping 
instead of hydraulics, which removes com-
plexity, expense and weight.” 

In addition, the input power is divided into 
six parallel power paths – three rollers are 
used to drive two disks in opposite directions 
– on a common friction drive interface. “This 
allows the metal-on-metal contact stress in 
each friction drive to be kept below 2.0 GPa, 
thus avoiding having to use expensive materi-
als,” he notes. 

“In addition, with our icvt and ROTORcvt 
designs, although also unique, we have found 
it difficult to get acceptance from the auto-
motive market because they use totally new 
concepts and principles. With the RADIALcvt, 
we have used existing parts, technologies and 
principles in a new configuration, making it 
easier for automotive OEMs to visualise and 

analyse the practical 
implications,” he adds.

How does it work? 
At its starting point the Varibox RADIALcvt 
uses a shaft from the engine to drive a bevel 
gear. This is connected to three splined radial 
shafts that turn the three rollers that are 120° 
apart.

“The rollers are clamped between two 
large driven disks, which rotate in opposite 
directions. The output drive is recombined 
by changing the direction of the one disk and 
then coupling the transmission pathways 
through a differential planetary system to the 
output shaft,” Naude explains.

Describing how the speed is varied, he 
says: “The key principle is that the disks are 
slightly conical (6.5°), the one being convex 
and the other being concave. So by moving 
the roller mounting structure in the direc-
tion of the input shaft, the radial drive rollers 
are forced to move up or down their splined 

shafts, changing the drive radius on the 
driven disks.

The adjustment is achieved by rotating 
the whole roller mounting structure on a 
single lead screw. This moves the alignment of 
the clamped discs through a range of around 
12  mm relative to the position of the fixed 
splines, which causes the position of the three 
drive rollers to move closer or further away 
from the axis of rotation of the clamped disks.

“The screw mechanism is driven by a 
100  W electric motor, which guides the 
clamped structure along a set of three spiral 
ramps around the casing. We use simple 12 V 
pulse width modulation-controlled (PWM) 
motors similar to those used for windscreen 
wiper speed control. This is very economi-
cal and very easy to interface with modern 
CAN Bus vehicle control software systems,” 
Naude notes.

The whole RADIALcvt system is very 
narrow and it can comfortably be mounted 
in front of the flywheel of any small car. The 
prototype system has been designed for cars 
below 50 kW. “Current automatic transmis-
sions for these vehicles include the traditional 
automatic fluid transmission, which is both 

Since the pulley radii both vary, the hy-
draulic clamping forces also have to change 
depending on the steel belt’s distances from 
the rotating shaft axes. This adds a level of 
control complexity to the hydraulic system, 

raising its costs.
“These CVTs also have two 

friction drive systems operating 
in series. The power from the 
engine comes into the first pul-
ley set and has to be transferred 
to the band or chain. This is then 
transferred to the driven pulley 
at the second friction interface,” 
Naude explains.

The use of auxiliary hydraulic 
clamping and control systems 
and the friction interfaces both 
lead to losses. “Losses are usu-
ally evaluated at the maximum 
power point, which is a bit mis-
leading,” says Naude. “A 100 kW 
CVT might be 95% efficient 
when transferring 100  kW, but 
if only transferring 20 kW, its ef-
ficiency is much less. On average, 
across the normal load profile 
for a pulley-based CVT, an 85% 
transfer efficiency is typical. 
Running a hydraulic pump off 
the drive absorbs a further 5% 
of the output power. So the ac-
cumulated losses can amount to 
20% or more,” he says.
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RADIALcvt quick facts and advantages
• The input power is divided into six paral-

lel power paths with each path encoun-
tering only one friction drive interface in 
series.

• The metal-on-metal contact stress in the 
friction drive can be kept below 2.0 GPa, 
thus obviating the need for expensive 
materials.

• A constant input radius on the friction 
drive input enables a constant clamping 
force via springs to be used, reducing 
complexity. No hydraulic control system 
is required.

• A large radius variation on the friction 
drive output provides the ratio range.

• Ratio actuation is electric via a simple 
12  V DC motor, controlled by pulse 
width modulation (PWM ).

• A hard-geared (direct drive which by-
passes the variable friction drive) first 
ratio is included to overcome the ‘kerb 
test’ issue common with push-belt CVTs.

• A concept design for a 40 kW front wheel 
drive vehicle (three-cylinder Chevrolet 
Spark, for example) is available to dem-
onstrate compactness and suitability.

• The system is ideal for use in hybrid 
vehicles as the maindrive as well as the 
energy recovery device.

• The RADIALcvt is scalable.

expensive and inefficient; the automated 
manual transmission (AMT) with and auto-
matic clutch and gearshift mechanism; or one 
of the pulley-based CVTs from Bosch or LUK, 
which is heavy and expensive,” Naude notes.

Compared to the range of options available 
in existing small cars such as the Honda Jazz; 
the Kia Picanto, the Chevrolet Spark and the 
Cherry QQ3, Naude says that the RADIALcvt 
is, typically, much smaller. “It fits the design 
space and provides a much cheaper automatic 
option for the small car market,” he says.

He notes that low-cost passenger vehicles 
start at R100  000 with the first automatic 
options being significantly more expensive at 
R158 000. “There are only 4 and 5 speed fluid 
transmissions available at between R158 000 
and R196  000 and the fuel consumption of 
these is substantially worse than the cheaper 
manual versions. The lowest priced vehicle 
with a CVT, according to the March 2017 
issue of CAR Magazine, is priced at R233 000. 

“This clearly demonstrates the market op-
portunity for a low-cost, CVT-driven vehicle 
with fuel consumption comparable to that of 
a manual.

Our business model is to invent and pat-
ent new CVT principles and technologies 
where the patents are strong. If a claim is 
not strong, then it is not usually worth going 
through the patent process and expense. 

I do my own patent searches before start-
ing to design a concept. Then I follow the 
PCT application process, which, after three 
months or so, returns its findings in the form 
of a formal PCT search report as to whether 
the invention is new and unique enough to 
create a robust patent. This is a single point 
of application for a patent that saves having 
to do separate searches in every country in 
the world,” Naude explains.

“For the RADIALcvt, we began the ap-
plication process last year and we received a 

clean search report in February 2017. All 12 
unique claims were granted – 100% unmodi-
fied,” he tells MechChem Africa.“By taking away 
the need for hydraulic pumps, splitting the 
transmission path into six and limiting the 
number of friction drives in series to one, our 
RADIALcvt will be able to achieve efficiency 
improvements of around 10%, at a cost that 
is comparable to that of an equivalent auto-
mated manual transmission (AMT), but with 
significant space and weight savings,” he 
concludes. q


